Background: In the last 35 years, hearing majorities have, in variable degree, gradually recognized that deaf people can be strong and able and a common knowledge of deaf people as linguistic minorities is partly embraced in public life. This is by and large a result of a long-time deaf struggle for the recognition of sign language and against paternalistic policies of pity. Aim: This article aims at showing how contemporary deaf identities are crafted by balancing vulnerability and empowering forces. Methods: In the presentation of life narratives from one deaf Norwegian and one deaf American, different aspects of being deaf are explored. These two stories have emerged from two related deaf research projects. They are deliberately chosen because they illustrate central insights gained within this research. Results: The empowering aspects of being sign language users are in focus, as well as the joys of being connected to a global deaf movement. Difficulties and hardship are also part and parcel of the deaf lives displayed, and strong arguments are put forward against the medical model of deafness in particular. Conclusion: One conclusion is that deaf identities are vulnerable but at the same time can be strongly rewarding.
Introduction
Deafness has for decades been described and understood as a major human deficit -and deaf persons have therefore been subjected to different medical-technical interventions and special treatment. There has, however, almost always been a different picture on the scene, emerging from within communities where the practice of sign language has created strong social and cultural bonds between deaf people worldwide. In the last 30 years or so, hearing majorities have, in variable degree, gradually recognized this feature and a common knowledge of deaf people as linguistic minorities is partly embraced in public life.
There is no doubt that this process has changed the conditions of being deaf in the world -and the possibilities of doing it well at that. But the deficit outlook is still strong and deaf people are constantly challenged by normalizing policies and ideologies that are phonocentric [1, 2] . Phonocentrism deals with how the majority of hearing people rate hearing-listening as the central feature of being human and how this puts deaf people in a position of endemic vulnerability. This works, however, in tandem with the strong and celebrated aspects of deaf culture -and puts deaf people in a continual position of identity struggle. Aspects of such struggles will be displayed in this paper through two personal narratives. First is the story of Asbjørn, who through a publicly signed autobiography explores a move from a medical towards a cultural outlook on being deaf. Second, supplementary extracts from the story of Peter, a deaf globetrotter from the USA, will help display how the transnational world of deaf sign language users can work. This story is an analytical supplement to the first story since it covers what the first story does not. Peter takes the social/cultural model of deafness much more for granted and moves into the transnational deaf world with obvious confidence.
projects. The stories are deliberately chosen because they illustrate central insights gained within this research with regard to how deaf people struggle with their identities. The first project on deaf identities in the making [1, 2] ran from 1996 to 2001, and was anthropological doctoral research on deaf life stories in Norway. Ten elaborated deaf life stories were collected and analysed. The researcher communicated with the deaf signers through interpreters and through the medium of written Norwegian (postal mail, e-mail, and Internet chat) and the actual completion of the stories could sometimes take more than two years. The life story texts emerged, hence, through an intimate collaboration between researcher and signers. Asbjørn's story was included in the project because everyone on the Norwegian deaf scene related to this publicly launched story in one way or another. His story exists as a separate video production and was shown on the main Norwegian public television channel in 1998. Asbjørn is hence his real name, while Peter (below) is a fictitious name for reasons of anonymity.
The second project (2001-04) was follow-up research on the global connections within deaf worlds [3, 4] . The methods used in both projects have been anthropological fieldwork at translocal and transnational events such as Deaflympic games and Deaf World Congresses and qualitative interviews with deaf persons. The concrete ways in which this kind of fieldwork can be done are explored elsewhere [2, 3, 5, 6] . Both Asbjørn and Peter have been encountered on several occasions, and the understanding and analysis of their stories rely therefore on different sources and a temporal dimension. Peter was interviewed in Washington, DC, in July 2002, during the huge Deaf Way II celebration. The interview was done by a deaf coanthropologist, Haualand, videotaped by me (hearing anthropologist), and later transcribed into written English. Asbjørn's story exists as a signed video-book, containing Norwegian voiceover for hearing audiences. The translation into written English was done by me.
Since humans basically create meanings and engage in understanding of themselves and others through metaphors [2, 7, 8] and narratives [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , I have deliberately chosen a narrative perspective in my research. I have also taken as a point of reference that deaf people struggle to establish a sense of selfhood in a basically different way from most hearing settled subjects [2, 14, 15] . This main difference is based on strong embodied experiences of being different, expressed through metaphors and narratives of a particular kind. Here it suffices to say that travelling and translocal belonging are central ingredients.
Signed autobiographies and narratives are in most cases directed towards a deaf signing ''readership'', with the aim of strengthening cultural values already present and sharing common experiences. In addition, they are also produced to provide examples for deaf awareness sessions and to be used in deaf studies and sign-language courses. There is a clear focus on sign language as salvation, and the collective values that become cherished when one leaves behind a life of pretending. The stories are evocative and give clear messages directed at deaf and hearing viewers alike: ''It is not bad to be deaf.'' The narrators are, through their clear messages, providing role models for deaf kids who may be struggling with their identities. Such stories often highlight major turning points, such as school entrance and the joy of learning to sign. They also focus on communication obstacles between deaf and hearing persons and in rare cases on internal problems within deaf communities. Some stories are hence definitively success stories [16, 17] , while others can be stories of pain and misery [18, 19] exposing the vulnerability of deaf existence. Asbjørn's story is finally a success story and is an example of a widely circulated life story in sign language that is reckoned as having a representative feature at least with regard to a deaf Norwegian context. Peter's story is different, however, mainly because it is produced as a result of our research, and also because his story has a more global scope. In this paper I have chosen to focus on the passages of his story that bring central arguments on global connections in deaf worlds further on.
The first narrative
Asbjørn's story was launched in the middle of the heated debate on cochlear implants (CI) at the beginning of 1998. He presented his own story on the main Norwegian public television channel and later on as a separate publication [20] . This was the first time an autobiography of a deaf adult had been shown to a general Norwegian audience in signs. One could say that the story was triggered by the cochlear implants debate -and conveys a strong political message in an emotionally charged field. Many deaf Norwegians know Asbjørn and touch on the topic, but in different ways. Most of them support his courage, even if some strongly oppose his conclusion.
Asbjørn's story is entitled ''From the medical towards the cultural'', which points directly at the ''revolution'' that has empowered deaf communities during the last 30-35 years. Asbjørn is himself around 35 and his story clearly parallels that of the collective empowerment process -especially on how deaf people have successfully gained recognition of their sign languages as real languages. We can thus see an interplay of different ''master narratives'' and individual experiences recollected and twisted to fit the experiences of a young deaf man who happened to grow up under the sign of mainstreaming. It is thus a tale of becoming, of hardship encountered and overcome -and the fragile establishment of new anchorage points in life.
The film of Asbjørn's story is shot in black and white. The following props appear: an armchair, a floor lamp, a swing, a monkey in a cage, a teddy bear in a baby seat wearing earmuffs, a pair of hearing aids, a flute, a pair of children's shoes, a kitchen knife. Besides, as additional pictures in the video: a psychologist's report, the grade book from his ninth grade in school, various photographs from his childhood, adolescence, and adult life. The tale starts with pictures from Asbjørn's childhood and adolescence. Then we get a glimpse of a sharp kitchen knife that is moved towards the stomach of the narrator. We witness an attempt at suicide. The scene vanishes, and Asbjørn is sitting in a swing looking directly at the camera. He looks around -at the monkey in the cage and the teddy bear in the baby seat. He positions himself in a comfortable armchair, and starts using sign language:
I was 20 years old, but who? I was reaching the bottom line, mentally. I stayed in bed for two weeks. I couldn't do a thing. All I wished for was to escape this world. I couldn't stand thinking about the things I was forced to experience when I grew up. I wanted to die. All I had to do was to walk into the kitchen and fetch the knife and drive it into my stomach the Japanese way.
More pictures from his childhood appear on the screen and a pair of children's shoes hanging on a tiny rope moves in from the right, slowly. He starts talking about his childhood -and the family distress that occurred when he received the diagnosis ''hard of hearing or hearing impaired''. A pair of hearing aids on a string appears in front of him. Asbjørn shakes his head in sorrowful dismissal and explains: ''I was trained in hearing and listening. Everyone said that I was a clever boy.''
He was not aware of what he had been bereft of. When on one occasion during his schooldays he was exposed to signing, he reacted with shock. It was ''a strange experience'' and ''very odd'' to witness ''pupils communicating with their hands. They looked like mentally retarded kids.'' Today he asks why he didn't understand that ''the queer way of communication was sign language'' and why he was forced to ''become normal.'' Asbjørn sits down. A flute rolls, and he stretches out his hands to grasp it. Suddenly, he stops shortas if burned by fire. Anxiously, he gets to his feet, moving his right hand up to his throat, and starts to sing. ''We had to give shows for the other normal pupils at the school. Look at us, we are so clever! Today I can sense that we appeared as monkeys in front of them.'' His story is full of aping in order to be accepted as normal, but why did he have to be a monkey all the time, he asks furiously: ''Why wasn't I allowed to be deaf? Why does everyone have to be similar? WHY? WHY? WHY?''
Later in school he is mainstreamed furthermore and tells of harassment and loneliness. On his way into adulthood and the educational crossroads he starts to linger. Continued integration in a hearing school becomes a poor option. But when considering the deaf option he hesitates: ''The teachers used signs, slowly and nice, so I could understand. But the students signed with flashing speed. I didn't understand.'' He chooses this deaf school, however, which becomes a salvation for him. But he is still an outsider since his classmates mostly have ''been together since first grade in school and had shared each other's pleasures and pains. At the same time I toiled with my own thoughts, and I became frustrated. Who am I? Why had I lost so many years?''
Pictures from his youth appear. He walks behind the cage and looks at the monkey.
I had a real crisis in my twenties. I didn't want to continue life. A social worker at Bjørkåsen helped me, and I was encouraged to visit a psychologist. Gradually, I became stronger and eventually I became part of a deaf social milieu where I could experience my self as a whole person [he turns round, drags the monkey out of the cage and down onto the floor], a deaf human! Before this breakthrough, at age 25, he had strived with a sense of shame at being deaf and a negative outlook on deaf people and signing. ''But by working my way through my problems, I gradually realized how wrong this was.'' The story ends optimistically and the camera zooms in on a picture of a confident young man. He walks contentedly around the empty cage, smiling: ''I am Deaf! I am Asbjørn! I am myself! I am not a nice boy that everyone thinks is clever because I can hear, speak, play the flute or sing. I have not become one that drowns in the mass. I have avoided being a poor copy of hearing people -a monkey.''
In the last scene Asbjørn questions the medical experts' obsession with normality: ''Why fix healthy deaf children through CI surgery? We do not need that. What we need are more hearing persons that want to play on our team -as we are -as Deaf people. We need more people willing to use the key to our culture -the sign language.'' The camera focuses on the teddy bear. Asbjørn moves behind it, takes off the earmuffs, and drops it on the floor.
Asbjørn invites the ''reader'' to understand his life and to take part in his sense of quest and the obstacles he has had to face. His way of understanding himself is very much informed by the empowering master narrative that gradually has come to be an integral feature of deaf communities, which implies that deafness as a medical condition is replaced by an understanding of deafhood as a cultural experience with a focus upon language minorities. His ''strategy'' is to direct the tale from ''the medical'' to ''the cultural'' and to demonstrate that deaf people need cultural recognition -not medical cures. By this, he gives strong reasons for approaching the practice of CI as a backward attempt. By not accepting a deaf child as deaf, is his clear message, you are contributing to the continuation of a normalizing pressure that has proved to be both life threatening (cf. his suicide attempt) and false (producing fake-hearers who will become monkeys).
The metaphors he uses are also the common property of many deaf subjects and are connected to their experience of being different. These are metaphors that synthesize and give meaning to experiences within a normalizing cultural regime. Both the monkey and the cage speak of a sense of imprisonment connected to the attempts at mimicry in order to fit in. The nice boy in the shape of a teddy bear is an elaboration of this metaphor, and one that points to a possible self-fulfilling prophecy of being too nice to the extent of becoming stupid. The turning points are also clearly marked. By letting something happen to the visualized metaphors of his previous existence, he tells of a change in perspective and a need for revolt. The monkey is finally thrown out of his cage, and the teddy bear ceases to be nice. As such, Asbjørn's story is an exemplary tale of the impact of the ''personal tragedy'' script [21] that haunts many deaf subjects. It is also exemplary with regard to the ''overcome'' dimension, where by acquiring a collective sense of difference as a valuable resource, he engages in a positive identity quest.
The second narrative
While Asbjørn's story is a kind of travelogue, where his story evolves through movements from one translocal setting to another, Peter's story takes the travelling aspect further on. Peter is one of the Deaf Globetrotters we interviewed at Deaf Way II in Washington, DC in the summer of 2002. He is of a similar age to Asbjørn, but he was lucky enough to be part of a signing deaf community from childhood. His self-confidence was hence not hampered by the same obstacles and pressure as Asbjørn experienced. Peter is, then, more accustomed to and experienced in the positive traits of being a deaf signer. One of these traits is the practice and joy of travelling and he reports having visited 70 countries. As an adolescent it really took off, starting at the beginning of the 1990s:
First I travelled south through Central America. I was short of money and had a small backpack. I travelled by train, boat, and bus. After a while I got a flight to South Africa and I travelled north through the African continent.
On this voyage he really got the taste for travelling and for meeting deaf folks around the globe. After a short ''break'' he went on again, first to be present at the Deaflympics in Copenhagen in 1997. Then he continued, visiting Africa again as well as Nepal, India, and Thailand for about two years. He continues:
It is such a great advantage being deaf when travelling. You'll meet deaf folks all over the world and make good friends. When I come to a new place I never approach the deaf club right away. First I seek out one of the numerous peddlers, offer a meal and maybe some money and then we sit down for a while chatting. Through this I pick up a lot of local signs before I eventually approach the Deaf Club. The peddlers are not too popular and are often excluded by the clubs. But when they see how much I have learned of the local sign language, they are impressed. And when they understand where I have learned it, they cannot just ignore the impact of the peddlers .We, as Deaf, are simply the same at heart, even if background, culture, habits, and traditions are different.
To be ''the same at heart'' is a strong formulation of the presumed unity of deaf existence worldwide. But Peter's account is also nuanced when he exposes the differences and obstacles within and between deaf communities. By mingling with deaf peddlers he clearly challenges the official standards of respect-ability within deaf communities (the clubs and national associations) which are heavily influenced by middle-class values and respectability norms [2, 4, 19] . And this is one of Peter's missions: to fight internal class-based exclusions within deaf communities. As an experienced traveller he also engages in cultural translation between deaf communities, as one of the practices that may help overcome problems related to cultural barriers. Peter continues with a series of examples that elaborate on the subject of cultural differences:
In Syria I was invited to a technical college for girls. They were covered by veils, but after a while sitting inside they unveiled themselves, and it was so nice communicating with them. We were all deaf, and it was like chatting with anyone else in the deaf world.
Another incident made a stronger impression. On my first trip I met a girl in Colombia; she was 7-8 years old, from a family with deafness for generations. She was so lively and cute. Five years later, when I returned, she was working as a prostitute. I was really hurt. This clearly shows that deaf people are lacking a lot many places, and they are discriminated against and oppressed.
In Gaza I visited deaf schools, but I had to cover up my national identity (as American) and I presented myself as French. I was warmly welcomed and met many deaf fellows. I am not sure how the Israel-Palestine conflict affects them now, but at that time I met several Jewish-Palestinian couples. The conflict seems to be a hearing thing, but unfortunately affecting deaf life as well.
India was crowded, and had several deaf clubs in each city. The two highest castes had plenty of clubs, and those right below also had some clubs. But none of the lower castes had deaf clubs. The caste system seemed to pretty much determine. Cross-caste relations were also almost non-existent among the deaf.
Some but not all of the differences relate to national (hearing) politics and culture. In the first example religious and gender differences do not seem obstruct a common deafhood experience. In the second example he demonstrates the vulnerability of being deaf and poor and how structural powers force deaf people into disempowering practices. In the last two examples he displays how the presence of locked conflicts (the Palestine-Israeli conflict) and divisions (the caste system in India) impinge on deaf lives. By doing this, Peter helps us in understanding both the strength and limits of a global deafhood. His moral claim is, however, clear: All divisions and conflicts within the global deaf world will and can, in due time and through struggle, be overcome.
Discussion
Both stories and the discussions they trigger contribute to a highlighting of central features of contemporary deaf lives. First of all they expose how a transition from a medical towards a cultural outlook on being deaf has been fashioned. As with Asbjørn, most deaf people are born into hearing families. These families often represent a world they will seldom experience as their own. Engagement in diverse strategies of passing and pretending has for many deaf individuals been counterproductive -and strengthened their sense of being different as failures. The sense of liberation when introduced to a signing community and experiencing the ''companionship'' and ''sharing'' then introduces a positive cultural flavour to the difference of deafness.
Second, this sense of belonging is very much related to travelling away from settled hearing environments and moving towards temporary arrivals at events and places where communication is less restricted. The sense of being ''at home among strangers'' [2, 15] is thus strong. Extensive travelling among deaf persons, as exemplified by Peter, seems furthermore to strengthen the social bonds between deaf people globally -and a sense of a universal deafhood becomes more widely experienced. This holds both for those doing the physical travelling and also for those visited. The spread of knowledge of commonalties and differences in deaf worlds thus truly expands. This is one of the rewards of being a deaf signer, most clearly expressed through Peter's account.
The vulnerability of being deaf is, however, endemic and it seems that each and every victory won has to be defended over and over again. The medical and phonocentric regimes of power are strong and still put continual pressure on parents of deaf children to go for ''normal'' solutions (for instance CI surgery and mainstreaming in school). The difference between Asbjørn and Peter is, however, telling: While Asbjørn had to stay within a non-accepting environment that denied him visually communication for a very long time, Peter was more quickly immersed in a signing community where his sense of belonging could be taken more for granted. The vulnerability of being deaf can, however, be transformed into strength, as we have seen with Asbjørn as well -but only when he arrives at a collective sense of belonging through sign language. Furthermore, this has enabled him to tell a tale of oppression that resonates with the experiences of deaf people globally -and as such he contributes to the cultural tradition of deaf storytelling in mode and content.
Supported by the research from which this text has emerged, a final conclusion can be drawn: Deaf identities are vulnerable but they can at the same time be strongly rewarding. The vulnerability relates mostly to the pervasive phonocentrism that surrounds deaf people wherever they go, but also to problems within deaf identity politics where the acceptance of internal variation is still unresolved.
